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3DQHWKཝऋ૿अে৬ເଞਙभਃ
धႯ୭ॿॵॺডشॡभੰ

Paneth cell, a lineage of small intestinal epithelial cells, secretes antimicrobial peptide named
D-defensin in response to bacteria and cholinergic stimuli. We revealed that secreted D-defensin
contributes to innate immunity and symbiosis by selective microbicidal activities against pathogens.
Using isolated crypt and enteroid, 3D structure culture system of small intestinal epithelial cells, we
are studying Paneth cell functions by use of sophisticated methods including confocal microscopy.

Clarification for mechanisms of Paneth cell function in homeostasis 
maintenance and intestinal environment network

Ҧ୫ҧधҦႯҧधҦႯ༳ҧऋॊႯ୭
१ॖग़থ५ऊैଆୢऽद
From advanced science in intestinal environment created with 
³IRRG´��³LQWHVWLQH´�DQG�³PLFURELRWD´�WR�SUHYHQWLYH�PHGLFLQH

ႯपଞघॊᏓপऩਯभႯ༳ऋر
ऩႈ୰पঢ়ଖघॊऒधऋॎऊढथऌञ؛

3DQHWKཝऋীᆌघॊ䃐ॹॕইख़থ३থम
Ⴏ༳॑౪घॊऒधऊैؚ⋇୫ષृୢఇ

ષؚ⋈䃐ॹॕইख़থ३থؚ⋉Ⴏ༳भਕ
ऋਛघॊႯ୭भலੌा॑ਫ਼खؚႈ୰
भਃ॑ੰघॊऒधदႯमऊैटभఘഥྶ
दँॊऒध॑खञः؛ଢ଼पेॊੴभ
েؚ॑ਓ৾ҩୠ৴॑ৢखथ೨ृ
ଆୢधःअভৰಎपᇽऑॊ؛

It has been known that a huge number of microbiota residing in the intestinal lumen has a link to
many diseases such as lifestyle disease and inflammatory bowel disease. Because D-defensin
regulates the intestinal microbiota, intestinal environment is defined by food/medicine, D-defensin,
and microbiota. We will verify headquarter function of the intestine focusing on the intestinal
environment to clarify pathogenesis of disease, and further implement preventive medicine socially.

http://altair.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/infsig/
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৵Ⴏຜཝभ௺ଁदँॊ3DQHWKཝमؚ

ಿ༳ঌউॳॻ䃐ॹॕইख़থ३থ॑சृऊप
ীᆌखथؚ୰ਉ༳भा॑৭උप௨༳घॊऒ
धपेॉഉଆ౪धႯ༳धभુেप൴
घॊऒध॑رमैऊपखञ؛ऽञؚ
৵Ⴏྔᱴृ৵Ⴏຜभਕઃ੪သു௺दँॊ
HQWHURLG॑৷ःथؚ3DQHWKཝभীᆌਃચ
पঢ়ॎॊীਃ॑ુඳਡঞش२شႀྰऩ
नਈഈীෲু১॑ฌઞखथੰखथःॊ؛
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ഈে୵ఐ৾ଢ଼ ঽேඊႵଢ଼
Innate Immunity Laboratory, Faculty of  Advanced Life Science

Ⴏຜཝभཪऩਃચभীਃଡ
॑ੰखथႯ୭॑౪घॊ

ႯमؚඊႵ॑मगी౭ുลઽؚગেؚ৻පؚীᆌؚઋ৽ऩनਏऩਃચ॑ટञखؚ
ে৬पउःथرऩටஓॿॵॺডشॡ॑ਛखथःॊ؛رमႯຜཝ॑রੱ
पྚइथཪऩႯਃચभীਃଡ॑ੰෲखؚႯ୭॑౪घॊऒधपेढथر
ऩႈ୰भଆੁृ১॑েखथ೨শํভषभ൴॑৯खथःॊ؛Ⴏऊै
ाोयَ୫ُुَୢఇُुगदँॉؚႯ୭ऊैୢ୫౺भਃ॑ੰखथ
ଆୢभঃছॲॖ३ইॺ॑କऒखञः؛
To understand and control intestinal environment, we study molecular mechanisms of intestinal epithelial cell functions. The

intestine elicits multiple vital functions such as immunity, nutrient absorption, regeneration, endocrine and nerve, and forms

various inter-organ networks. We target intestinal epithelial cells to analyze molecular function and to regulate the intestinal

environment. Our goal is to contribute to creating healthy-longevity society by developing new methods for preventing and

treating disease. We will reveal mechanisms of health and disease from the intestine, and make a paradigm shift.

Ⴏमఘഥྶୢآ୫౺भਃੰ
पेॊঃছॲॖ३ইॺ
Paradigm shift in headquarter function of the
intestine by clarifying mechanisms of health
and disease
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Tokiyoshi AYABE, ProfessorTT

Kiminori NAKAMURA, Associate Professor 
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ॼঀ९ش؟ৗ५ঐشॺॼঀী३কॺঝ
पेॊቅཝ૬षभఇදଛ

ୡଵृသുཝ௺दથधऔोॊୢఇષ
ଓभऺध॒नमಏ෫ୡभਈીమदॻ
টॵউ॔क़ॺखथःऽघ؛্ؚใோभ''6
ૼभादमऩఇදभਃચ॑প்प
औचॊऒधमாीथदघ؛எऋ৫ख
ञॼঀ१ॖ६भཝঔॹঝَॼঀ९شُम
ఇද॑૨ଐऎ৯भੌ௶؞ཝ૬ँॊ
ःम્भड़ঝफ़ॿছपઈဦखथટपਃ
ચऔचॊदሑ৷ਙप୕िৗऩ্১
धखथୄऔोथःऽघ؛

Despite emerging potentials of nanoparticles for in vivo medical applications, the clinical translation 
of nanomedicines has been limited due to its low delivery efficiency to the targeted solid tumours.
We demonstrated that small nano-sized hard-core particles coated by cell membrane-mimic
monolayer, namely “nanosome”, can be a new-generation smart nanomedicine platform allowing 
for highly specific and efficient intracellular molecular targeting therapy. Representative cell images 
(A549) showing intracellular distribution of QD conjugates (green) when coincubated with human 
lung cancer cell lines for 2 h (selected as the cover of ACS Chem. Biol. on September 2015).

Nanosome: Targeting endocytic trafficking of cancer cells by 
smart nanomedicine platform

ৈ২ҩঀॖ६ঐॖॡট॔ঞॖ১पेॊ
ള়ႇସصॱথঃॡସभৼ൩৷ੰෲ
High-sensitive, low background microarray analysis of 
glycoconjugate-protein interaction.

எमള়ႇସছॖঈছজभဌச়ਛ১धঐ
ॖॡট॔ঞॖषभંૼ়॑खؚള়ႇ
ସصॱথঃॡସৼ൩৷भผဌசੰෲ১
॑નয়खऽखञ؛జਟभુඳਡ৾௺पਸइ
थؚ৸ખৃ॑৷ःञঀॖ६؞ৈ২؞ဌ
சૼभଡണऋৰਠखथؚቅृઋ৽ႈ೩
पঢ়ॎॊႇସصॱথঃॡସभৼ൩৷भੰ
ृؚৰ৷ऩႈ೩ংॖड़ঐشढ़شർดभଢ଼
৫ऋਸசऔोऽखञ؛

شॲشଢ଼উট४ख़ॡॺজق ૻચ ஞ ઇ౸ك

Glycoconjugate-protein interaction analysis method was established by the combination of rapid 
synthetic protocol of glycoconjugates library and high-throughput printing of the library on a slide 
plate. Addition to confocal laser scanning method, evanescent-field type scanning method allowed 
to analyze the microarray slide in highly sensitive and low background level. Elucidation of 
structure-activity relationship of glycoconjugates and proteins, and development of biomarker 
related to various cancer and neurological disorder are in progress by exploiting this technology.

(Research Project Leader㸸Dr. Hiroshi HINOU)

http://altair.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/g4/index.html

ഈে୵ఐ৾ଢ଼ ഈে৬౪ఐ৾ଢ଼
Laboratory of Advanced Chemical Biology, Faculty of Advanced Life Science

ੲਾभᄽఊ෪भ⎚॑৲৾भ
ও५दੰღघोयৗञऩଳਡदে୵॑ᖊᰐदऌॊ

எमَੲਾऋᄽఊ෪औोॊभীਃଡृजभে৾ਔଝُ॑ੰघॊૌஙद
َॱথঃॡସभಿਉଡୗऋႈ೩્౮पؚखऊुॲॖॼॵॡप৲खथःॊُऒध॑ৄ
खऽखञ؛इयؚቅधସਙཡ༇भ೩भँॊभॱথঃॡସभႇำଡୗभୀःपेॉ
ಿਉঌউॳॻ୩ୠभয়৬ଡୗऋপऌऎ৲खऽघ؛ऒभৄऋీਃधऩॉؚಯऩಿਉਙऋ
ऩᄽఊ෪पेॉኽघॊऒध॑ਔघॊৗَग़আॺشউ৶ُ॑੧खऽ
खञ؛ऒभऩႈ೩્౮ऩग़আॺشউ॑వொघॊಿ৬ୢఇષभଢ଼৫॑මᒔऩਓ৾
৴पेॉਤखथःऽघ؛
Toward personalized medicine, our goal is to establish a promising strategy for the rational drug discovery system from disease-relevant 

“dynamic epitopes” based on the specific posttranslational modification of the key glycoproteins. Our new glycotechnology platform, notably 

glycoblotting-based high throughput glycomics and microarray displaying robust synthetic glycopeptides library, allowed for the

development of epitope-defined antibodies showing potent anti-cancer activities.

ग़আॺشউ৶धஆႇำੵ৾प੦तऎ
়৶ऩఇ३५ॸभଡണ
Rational drug discovery based on a theory of 
dynamic epitope and innovative glycotechnology
platform

ઇ౸ ਧ੨ ᅺ
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Shin-Ichiro NISHIMURA, Professor

Hiroshi HINOU, Professor 

Fayna Maria Garcia Martin,
Assistant Professor  
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ਨय़কথঃ५ఇ੦ೕૼଢ଼༠ق३ड़ঀॠఇॖঀঋش३ঙথ७থॱكش�మ
Shionogi Innovation Center for Drug Discovery 2Fkyuyama@pharm.hokudai.ac.jp �จ�

५ইॕথ०ସभ৲ลઽधຜჹਃચ
ఒभওढ़ॽ६ੰ

५ইॕথ०ସमຜংজ॔ੜਘृऊॅा೪
ऩनຜჹਃચఒટ॑ुण؛खऊखؚज
भટभীਃଡपणःथमऺध॒नਂऩ
भऋਠ૾दँॊ؛মଢ଼दमؚຜჹਃચ
ఒपिऐञৗञऩਃચਙಞ౫৫षभ੦ೕ॑
ଡണघॊऒध॑৯ఏधखؚரಞ౫ऊै৹ଲ
खञ७ছॻథقजोझोप્થभ५ইॕথ
०ॖॻව੦॑ك୫㣒धखथၭखञৃ়भ৻
පؚ৬ଙ॑ैऊपघॊधુपؚຜჹਃ
ચఒટभถऩীਃଡभੰ॑৯घ؛

Sphingolipids can improve several skin conditions such as epidermal barrier and itch nerve
extension. To develop functional materials to refine skin functions, we have examined the in vivo
dynamics of dietary sphingolipids and molecular mechanism underlying improvement of skin
functions by dietary sphingolipids from different biogenic sources.

Research of molecular machinery underlying improvement of
skin functions by sphingolipids

ସჍ৵ཝग़ॡ९९شਃચ॑ਹ৷खञ
॔ঝॶঁॖঐش୰ଆ১भ৫
Discovery of preventive care strategy for Alzheimer's disease
by regulation of extracellular lipid vesicles, exosomes 

ग़ॡ९९شमઉྫྷ���QPभཝਗॼ
ঀঃشॸॕॡঝदؚ५ইॕথ०ସ৻පप
ेढथਓেऋ౪औोथःॊ؛رमऒोऽ
दपઋ৽ཝਟग़ॡ९९شऋ౼द॔ঝ
ॶঁॖঐش୰भਉସ$�भীੰு॑യ
ਤघॊऒध॑ैऊपखथःॊ؛মଢ଼द
मؚग़ॡ९९شਓেभীਃଡभੰऩन
भ੦ຊଢ଼॑ਤीॊधુपؚସঋش५भग़
ॡ९९شਓেയਤସ॑ർดखؚৗૠ॔ঝ
ॶঁॖঐش୰ଆ১৫॑ষअ؛

The roles of exosomes, a group of extracellular vesicles, are emerging in neurodegenerative
disease. Neuron-derived exosomes can promote to remove brain Aß, a pathological agent of
Alzheimer's disease (AD). We have explored lipid-based molecules to accelerate exosome
production and developed new strategy of preventive care for AD.

http://biomem.pharm.hokudai.ac.jp
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Immuno-EM (anti-Aß) image:
APP transgenic mouse CSFͲderived�exosomes.
Aß�is�attached�to�the�surface�of�the�exosome.

ExosomeͲdependent�pathway�of�Aß�clearance

Diversity of sphingoid bases

Effect�of�plant�sphingolipids�on�ceramide�synthesis�in�keratinocytes��

ഈে୵ఐ৾ଢ଼ ସਃચਙੰଢ଼
Laboratory of Biolipids, Faculty of  Advanced Life Science

५ইॕথ०ସऩनে৬ସभ௮ऌ
॑ੴॉؚਃચਙಞ౫धखथણ৷घॊ

ে৬पमரऩସীऋோखؚে৬Ⴭਛীؚग़ॿঝॠش౺ؚ३ॢॼঝী
धखथཪऩ૽સ॑૿ढथःॊ؛رमؚ५ইॕথ०ॖॻව੦॑੦মતपुण
५ইॕথ०ସ�म५ইॕথॡ५पਟ�॑ऩఏधखथؚजभে৬ਃચभੰ
॑৯खथःॊ؛ ऽञؚऒोऽदपैऊधऩढञ५ইॕথ०ସभຜჹਃચ
ఒટृ॔ঝॶঁॖঐش୰ਉସு৷॑ણ৷खؚ�ઙ�ॲॖ७ঝधુदਃચ
ਙ೨ಞ౫भଢ଼৫॑ষऩढथःॊ؛
Sphingolipids (the name derived from sphinx) are highly bioactive lipids as signal regulators and membrane components. In

our laboratory, we have studied the biological and pathological functions of sphingolipids, and developed lipid-based health

functional materials collaboratively with DAICEL corporation.

ে৬ସਃચभੰध
जभ೨ಞ౫षभૢ৷৫
Study of Biolipid Functions 
towards Improvement of Health
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Yasuyuki IGARASHI, Professor

Kohei YUYAMA, Associate Professor 

Seigo USUKI, Associate Professor

Daisuke MIKAMI, Postdoctoral Fellow

Katsuyuki MUKAI, Professor (DAICEL)
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